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In 1989 I receive a letter saying that the road was going to be re-laid. This never
happened. What they did was the main street from Roos to the crossroad then the
road from the crossroads to Hornsea and Burton Pidsea. They missed the stretch
between and has still never been done. (This is signed)
In these austere times, when savings are paramount, I do not understand the
mentality of those who wish to see more expenditure, on a plan which is less than
six years old. Even the National Census is only conducted every 10 years.
Come on Roos PC start saving money, not wasting it on unnecessary paperwork.
If any future development takes place in the village the parking facilities should be a
priority. No parking on verges etc. We are trying to get extra parking on Eastfield
Estate but to no avail as ERYC say no grass can be taken up.
Re: Question 4.2.
I would like to add that we do find Roos quite a safe-area to live in!
1. The bridge over the Roos Drain has been transformed with the addition of
unnecessary large road signs + the road is far wider now than people
envisaged. Much tighter controls are needed to protect our rural
environment.
2. ERYC waste money on replacing plastic bollards which will obviously get
skittled down again. The wooden ones are far better.
Empty houses should be compulsory purchase and then sold on to local family.
Restrictions should be imposed on caravan parks or pay their way. Would like to
see weight limits on the main road. Stop purchase of property for rent out.
• Want to retain village in terms of its rural tranquillity. Don’t want to see
extension of ‘street lighting’. We really enjoy star light panorama we get
here.
• Love community aspects of village life = tradition
• Love having two thriving & different public houses, the school, church,
shops. Really lucky. We need to sustain these but don’t want too much
expansion.
4.3. Roads & traffic
Parking outside school !!!!
Include in RES Fund Projects
Extend street lighting in South Park to cover all South Park.
Improve internet access by
a) BT to supply village with fibre optic cable
b) Set up satellite dish & feed community with access. (See project set up at
Robin Hood’s Bay)
Person 1 – If starter homes are built then these should not be bought to let. It
defeats the object trying to be achieved.
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I would be keen to see more shelter belts and increased hedging to protect the
village and its wildlife.
Farmers should be discouraged from over-cutting hedges.
Tree planting should be encouraged – the most recently planted kerbside & verge
trees have not taken well due to their being badly planted. A more coherent
approach is needed and would be better managed locally.
Would like to see North and South Ends joined by building houses along the main
street this would also encourage traffic control. Introduce a 20mph speed limit but
only in front of the school and only at specific times i.e. Mon – Fri 08-15 to 09-15,
12-00 to 13-00 and 15-15 to 16-15. (If that happens to be when the children are
arriving/leaving the school)
Outside of these limits keep the 30mph.
Qu.17 is misleading. If you live in a conservation Area there are no restrictions on
replacing your windows from wood to plastic!
However there are restrictions if you are a listed Building!
Economic Growth: With Localism not far away the parish needs to identify areas of
economic growth, ideally in the hands of local people, businesses and the Local
Authority.
The parish has the ability to be sustainable , just look@ the local employment and
output from local industry.
Locally we can lead/direct our community into work, how – innovation – best use of
community funds. I believe as councillors we have a duty to try a new approach to
make our communities prosper – regeneration through a local approach letting our
residents, local businesses, organisations into ‘driving seat’ to promote local
growth. Community fund(start up packages0 not individual in T’s & C’s @ moment,
may be a way forward especially if linked to ‘renewable energy’ I have discussed
the principle with Richard Evans at RES – he has not commented either way; only to
confirm that regeneration is perhaps a way forward. Growth of our parish & it ticks
government boxes. (This is signed)
I would rather see the boundary extended than more housing within the boundary.
This would prevent houses being too crowded and keep some space within existing
buildings.
Any further building done in Roos should be done in a style that fits in with the
village, with adequate space around each property to allow for parking/gardens.
Maintaining the rural environment should be a priority – planting of
trees/bulbs/hedges/using native plants/trees.
Maintenance of the roads in Roos Parish area is also important. A lot of the roads,
especially some of the smaller roads have poor surfaces, especially at North End,
Tunstall & Hilston.
It would be really nice to have some allotments in the village - I think it would add
to the sense of community.
I would like to see the Roos Parish Paths info extended to include local Bridleways.
We have some good local businesses & I regularly use the shops, pub& motor
mechanic. What I do dislike is the field full of wrecks at North End Garage - it’s an
eyesore& probably a health hazard. How did the Parish Council ever let the
proprietor get away with it?! Maintaining our church & Memorial Institute should
be a priority of the Parish Council & I would support any initiatives related to this.
I feel that all planning applications should be decided upon their own merit not on
where someone decided to draw a red line on a map or whether it’s a back garden,
but judged upon the need for the individual requirements of the proposer.
Planning and development regulations need more frequent consideration and
parishioners kept more informed of changes.
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As a resident of Hilston we are unable to receive any internet service through a BT
line and the possibility of the line being upgraded in the near future seems very
remote. We would appreciate any help in achieving some form of connection.
We pay Roos council tax for this parish why isn’t North End, Roos considered in any
of your future plans or are we all in this area “nonennaties”. Don’t we get a say in
what we want in this area of Roos.
Getting high speed broadband would be very beneficial to our family.
18. What is the point of anything if the government can override any decision
taken at parish or county level(e.g. wind turbines)
13. There is plenty of land available conveniently enveloped in the Conservation
Area
1. The provision of more young family housing is essential to maintain the
school.
2. Provision of water supply to church and churchyard
3. Smooth safe surfacing of path from South End to churchyard.
1. This is not Beechwood Views it is Pilmar Lane Nos 48-62 and wishes to
remain so.
2. Why is this paddock part of the Conservation area? Surely a perfect site for
starter homes. (This includes a diagram/map and an arrow referring to the
paddock on Rectory Road)
I feel that a play area for older children would be a welcomed addition to the
village, for example, a scooter park which when constructed would require minimal
additional cost & supervision.
We have just moved to Roos and are keen to learn of the Parish Council initiatives
and becoming members of the community. (This is signed)
1. We feel very strongly about the imposed abuse of our village by the
proposed ‘industrial’ wind turbines.
2. If funds are available from whatever source, the village community could
benefit from the installation of water (mains supply) to our church. Besides
the obvious benefits, a toilet could be installed.
3. At present we do not have a ‘Village Green’, a central place where one
could meet, sit and communicate. Possibly the pinfold could be used, or
perhaps a new area identified?
4. Broadband is painfully slow – a fibre optic cable would be superb! (This is
signed)
1. The internet is a major problem for my son’s homework also it makes it
impossible to work from home. BT have told us that “are far from the
exchange” to achieve a fast & reliable service.
2. Although I am not against wind turbine development ‘enough is enough’ as
the character of the village is been destroyed and soon we will be living in
an industrial wind farm site as we will be surrounded on all sides.
We live in a Conservation Area and are very concerned that residents are making
changes e.g. new windows, satellite dishes, barns with double glazing units that do
not agree with conservation rules. If people do not ask for permission it appears
they can do what they like.
Should there be a regular conservation review of the parish to ensure conservation
policies are adhered to?
This should at least be part of the village walk about by the parish councillors. The
reason for conservation is to ensure the village retains its character but
unfortunately many residents seem to disregard this.
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The low road from Tunstall to the main Roos to Withernsea Road seems inadequate
especially since the entrance to Sand le Mere has been located there. Because the
volume of traffic has increased the road is not wide enough and some of the bends
are blind.
Question 18 refers to renewable energy but I think the parish should have an
established position with respect to other forms of energy development.
There is the possibility of gas cavern development at Owstwick. Rathlin Energy
recently sent out flyers stating that they are going to carry out seismic tests for gas
and oil in the area.
I believe a stand needs to be made against such development because if we are not
vigilant our rural setting will be destroyed and lost for future generations.
Roos Parish alone has the influence – I suggest working closely with other parish
councils – some form of confederation that can speak with a stronger voice
• 13a If the Questionnaire is for “All” Roos Parish, why does Hilston, Tunstall
& Owstwick not appear as an option to “X”? This may mis-inform the
outcome.
• We would like the parish council to maintain its stance against installation
of street lights. (For all 3 respondents)
LACK OF STREET LIGHTING – MAIN STREET
Surely with 2012 fast approaching serious consideration should be given to
obtaining adequate street lighting for the section of the B1242 passing through the
village. It seems ludicrous that residents are still seen groping about in the pitch
blackness some reliant on the light of a small torch. Thank goodness for the security
/spotlights provided by the Post Office and the Roos Arms making passing motorists
aware that village life does exist along this 30mph stretch of road.
When I originally moved to Roos and queried the lack of lighting on what
tantamount to the main east west road I was told by a neighbour lighting would
spoil the view of the night sky. Need I say more! I trust the Emergency Planning
Committee have emergency lighting equipment readily available should a serious
emergency situation arise within the pitch blackness of Main Street.
Greater consultation and opportunity for public debate on village matters.
Need for inclusion of matters like
• Street lighting in Roos – need for more/no more?
• RES Community Fund – plans for monies? How will they be distributed?
• Parish Plan Committee- who/how are members elected to committee?
• Q13a-What if Hilston is my preferred location for development? How can I
express this on a plan for Roos only?
I think it would be a good idea to have an area on the website for ‘useful contact’ to
include who to contact re the hiring of the Institute/playing fields Councillors
numbers etc
I think it would be good for residents to get a better broadband connection, should
any turbine money need spending.
I support the suggestion to buy a village marquee for future village events.
I would really like to see allotments in the village and more tree planting.
- Poor condition of some pavements
- Connection to Hull when bus pass can be used i.e after 9.30am.

Supplementary Question 13a Planning and Land Use.
No of Questionnaires returned

198

Number of respondents indicating preferred sites.

Comments written alongside the map are usually along the following lines:

47

If the Questionnaire is for “All” Roos Parish, why does Hilston, Tunstall & Owstwick not appear as an option to
“X”? This may mis-inform the outcome. - What if Hilston is my preferred location for development? How can I
express this on a plan for Roos only? - None at all.
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